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What is MyErickson?
MyErickson is a website and mobile
application that allows residents to connect
with information about Maris Grove
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How do I get it?
Anyone can access MyErickson by going to
myerickson.erickson.com
oSmartphone and tablet users can also download the app

To download MyErickson on your mobile device, you will have to go
to your respective app store. Apple has their App Store (left),
Google and Android devices use Google Play Store (center), and
Kindle devices use Amazon apps (right).
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Device Compatibility
Mobile Devices
oAndroid tablets 7” and greater, OS .v5+, Google Play Store
oiPad and iPad mini, OS v6.0+ and 7.1+
oKindle Fire tablets 7” and greater, Amazon App Store
oSamsung Galaxy II tablet

Browser
oChrome v29.0+
Internet Explorer v11+
Microsoft Edge v1511
oSafari v5.1.9+, Mac OSx v10.6+
Firefox v24

If you are unsure of the version of your device or browser, if your
device was last updated late 2013 and on it should be compatible.
For any questions, contact the Resident Life team.
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Guest Log-in
There is a guest log-in for non-residents and those who have not been
activated. This gives you limited access

The guest log in is a useful tool if you have not been activated or
you would like to give friends and family a partial view of what’s
going on in the community. Basic information will be shown, but
anything involving resident names and contact information will not
be available. For example, guests can see the campus map in
Community Info, but they cannot access the Resident Directory.
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Getting Activated
What do I need to get started?
oBe a resident
oHave an e-mail address—that’s it!
• One e-mail per resident
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Getting Activated
MyErickson Participation Forms are located at each front desk
You will be contacted by a member of the Community
Resources/Resident life team

Your activation link will be sent by support@salesforce.com
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Pictured above is a sample copy of the MyErickson Participation
Form and a sample of what an activation e-mail will look like.
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Getting Activated
•pics

After you open the Salesforce e-mail, you should see a blue button
that says “Verify Account”. Clicking this will direct you to a screen
where you will create your password. The title of the page says
“Change Your Password”, but this is still the page to create a new
password. Your password must be 8 letters and cannot be your
name. You will also need pick and answer a security question. Be
sure to record your Password and Security Question somewhere so
you do not forget it!
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MyErickson

This is the full view of all the icons available to you once you have a
MyErickson log-in.
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MyErickson

These are the major icons resident use on a daily basis.
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Check Your Meal Balance
Displayed on your home screen
Details are expanded when you open the icon

Your meal balanced is already shown the moment you log into
MyErickson. A number will appear in the Meal Plan Balance icon,
indicating how many meals you have left for the month. To expand
the details, click or tap on the icon to open it. This will tell you how
many meals you have left as well as how many you started with for
the month. It will also tell you when the number was last updated.
If you have recently changed your meal plan number, it may take a
couple days to see this change.
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•Categorized by date

Dining Specials

Dining Specials displays the daily specials for each restaurant. On
the left hand side, click or tap the Meal & Restaurant name to bring
up the slide with those specials. You can also use the search
function at the top to search for specific restaurants or meal items.
Because these specials are generated as slides, they cannot be read
by a device’s speech software. Each restaurant has its own template
slide. These slides are scheduled for an update soon to improve text
size and legibility. These slides are maintained by dining.
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•Categorized by date

Dining Specials

Clicking or tapping on the “Filters” button to the right of the search
bar will allow you to filter items by meal.
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•Categorized by date

Dining Menus

Dining menus show you the full text of each restaurant’s menu.
Unlike the dining specials, these can be read aloud by narration
software. Each dining venue is listed on the left hand side and can
be accessed by clicking or tapping on the name.
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•Categorized by date

Dining Menus

Dining Menus also has a search feature. Typing in an item at the top
will shorten the list of restaurants down to which ones have that
item. To find it, click the restaurant and scroll down on the menu.
The search term will appear highlighted yellow.
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•Categorized by date

Activities

Under the Activities icon, the activities are listed in chronological
order. You can search by name, location, description, time, and
date. Activities that are in the system as recurring automatically
generate up to 40 days in advance, but items are subject to change
as the monthly calendar is released. If a recurring activity changes
from its regularly scheduled time and location, it needs to be
manually updated. The MyErickson activities are pulled from the
same place as the Daily Activities on the right-hand side of the
MGTV Scroll.
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•Categorized by date

Community Videos

Community Videos are also searchable. Programming is typically
posted within three days of it first appearing on TV with the
exception of the weekly administration update. At the bottom of
the video window, you have the ability to tap or click through the
timeline. So if you have a timestamp you want to get to, you do not
have to watch the entire program. Important to note: MyErickson
times out after 25 minutes of inactivity for security and privacy
reasons. If you are watching a video longer than that, you will need
to tap the screen every so often to prevent it from kicking you out.
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•Categorized by date

Resident Directory

The Resident Directory has a complete listing of residents with
name, phone, apartment number, and other information listed on
the profile. If you would like your name to be unlisted, please let
the staff know. The listing is organized by last name, but by using
the search option you can search by anything in the profile.
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•Categorized by date

Resident Directory

For example, if you type “Meadowlark Terrace” you will find all
residents who live there. If you search “OT-3” You will find all
residents who live on the third floor of Oakleaf Terrace. Curious
who shares your first name? You can search “Mary” and find all
residents who are named Mary. You can also search by terms found
in the profiles that some residents have filled out. For example, you
can search “Computer” and find all residents who have computer
listed as one of their interests or past professions.
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Editing Your Profile

To edit your profile settings, click or tap the icon in the upper right
hand side of the main menu, then select “My Profile”. If you have
not edited this before, your icon should show up as a greyed out
silhouette. This will open up the edit page. Here you can add an
additional phone number, edit your profile, and choose a photo. If
you change your phone number in MyErickson it will NOT show up
as changed in the staff’s system. If you are permanently changing
your phone number, please contact Administration. Don’t forget to
scroll to the bottom and hit save when you are finished editing!
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Where do I find…
Community Map
o Community Info -> About Maris Grove

Salon, Bank, Dining Venues, Pharmacy Hours
o Community Info -> Amenities

Staff Phone Numbers
o Department Directory

Birthday List
o Resident Resources -> Birthdays
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Questions?
•If you are experiencing issues with your MyErickson Account, please
visit the Resident Life Suite
•For suggestions and other feedback, visit the Forms icon and fill out
the MyErickson Feedback form
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Part II – Wednesday,
August 21st
10AM, CARDINAL THEATER

Thank you!
For any additional questions about this presentation or MyErickson in general, you can contact Cailin
Clothier at 610-387-4471 or at Cailin.clothier@erickson.com

